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Abstract
We study generalized diffeomorphisms in exceptional geometry with U-duality group
Enpnq from an algebraic point of view. By extending the Lie algebra en to an infinite-
dimensional Borcherds superalgebra, involving also the extension to en`1, the generalized
Lie derivatives can be expressed in a simple way, and the expressions take the same form
for any n ď 7. The closure of the transformations then follows from the Jacobi identity
and the grading of en`1 with respect to en.
1 Introduction
Exceptional geometry generalizes ordinary geometry in eleven-dimensional supergravity,
or M-theory, compactified to D “ p11 ´ nq dimensions. In this generalization the n-
dimensional internal tangent space, considered as a vector module of GLpnq, is extended
to an irreducible module of the U-duality group Enpnq. All internal bosonic degrees of
freedom are unified into a generalized metric, and the ordinary diffeomorphisms are
unified with tensor gauge transformations into generalized diffeomorphisms [1–21].
The idea presented in this paper is to consider the Enpnq module as an odd subspace
of a Borcherds superalgebra Bn, which is an infinite-dimensional extension of the Lie
algebra en, related to the ordinary Lie algebra extension en`1. By further extending Bn
and en`1 to the Borcherds superalgebra Bn`1 we find simple algebraic expressions for
the generalized diffeomorphisms which take the same form for any n ď 7. The closure
of the transformations then follows from the Jacobi identity in Bn`1 and the Z-grading
of en`1 with respect to en.
It is well known already that the level decomposition of the Borcherds superalgebra
Bn with respect to the en subalgebra gives the correct spectrum of p-forms in maximalD-
dimensional supergravity, including all duals of lower rank fields, and also all additional
pD ´ 1q- and D-form potentials allowed by supersymmetry [22–27]. All their equations
of motion and Bianchi identities can, using Bn, be combined into one Maurer-Cartan
equation and one twisted self-duality relation [22], and this result can furthermore be
generalized to gauged supergravity [28,29], modifying Bn to a tensor hierarchy algebra
[30]. The spectrum can also be derived from the indefinite Kac-Moody algebra e11 [31–34]
in accordance with the description of M-theory as a nonlinear realization of e11 [35]. The
correspondence between Bn and e11 has been studied in [25,36], and generalized to other
Borcherds superalgebras and Kac-Moody algebras in [29,37].
The appearance of the Borcherds superalgebras Bn in the context of exceptional
geometry was observed in [38], where it was shown that the generalized diffeomorphisms
are reducible, and lead to an infinite tower of ghosts for ghosts. The corresponding
infinite sequence of en-representations agrees precisely with the level decomposition of
Bn for positive levels, which was later explained in [39]. The same representations also
appear in the tensor hierarchies considered in [16–18], related to those appearing in
gauged supergravity [40,41].
In this paper we show that the Borcherds structure is in fact hidden already in the
generalized diffeomorphisms themselves, not only in their reducibility, and the corre-
spondence with the ghost structure can then be shown directly. Our results may lead
to a way of including gravitational degrees of freedom in the Borcherds approach to
supergravity, as well as to deeper insights into exceptional geometry. Since our results
are generic for n ď 7 they may provide some guidance in dealing with the difficulties
associated to the dual graviton in the case n “ 8 [18,20,21], and in proceeding to n ě 9.
Unless otherwise stated, we assume 3 ď n ď 7 in this paper, but we will also comment
on the case n “ 8.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the algebras that we will
use, and how they are related to each other. In section 3 we first review the construction
of the generalized diffeomorphisms given in [38] and then present our new algebraic
expressions. To derive the identities needed for closure of the transformations we need
to introduce the concept of generalized Jordan triple systems, and define a superversion
of it. In the end of section 3 we tentatively discuss the reducibility of the transformations
in view of our new results, and we continue the discussion in section 4, where we also
point out some natural directions for further research.
2 The algebras
In this section we will define the Borcherds superalgebra Bn as an extension of the
Lie algebra en, and describe how both Bn and en`1 can be further extended to Bn`1.
Borcherds (super)algebras are generalizations of Kac-Moody (super)algebras and can
themselves be further generalized to contragredient Lie (super)algebras. We will only
consider the special cases that we are interested in here, and refer to [42–45] for details
and general definitions.
We will assume the base field to be the real numbers, so that we get the split real
forms of the corresponding complex algebras, since these are the ones that appear in
the physical applications that we are interested in. From a purely mathematical point
of view, we can equally well let the algebras remain complex.
We recall that en, as a special case of a Kac-Moody algebra, is defined as the Lie
algebra generated by 3n elements ei, fi and hi “ rei, fis (i “ 1, 2, . . . , n) modulo the
Chevalley-Serre relations
rhi, ejs “ aijej , rhi, fjs “ ´aijfj, rei, fjs “ δijhj , (2.1)
pad eiq
1´aij pejq “ pad fiq
1´aij pfjq “ 0 pi ‰ jq, (2.2)
where the Cartan matrix aij is given by the following Dynkin diagram.
1 2 n´4 n´3 n´2 n´1
n
The nodes represent simple roots αi which we normalize by pαi, αiq “ 2. Their mutual
inner products are then either pαi, αjq “ ´1 or pαi, αjq “ 0, in such a way that the
nodes i and j are connected by |pαi, αjq| lines, and the Cartan matrix is then given by
aij “ pαi, αjq. (2.3)
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In this paper we only consider the cases 3 ď n ď 8 (and if not n “ 8 is stated
explicitly we assume 3 ď n ď 7). For n “ 5 and n “ 4, the Lie algebras en are not
exceptional, but coincide with the classical Lie algebras d5 “ sop5, 5q and a4 “ slp5q,
respectively. For n “ 3 the Lie algebra is not even simple but equal to the direct sum of
a1 “ slp2q and a2 “ slp3q.
2.1 From en to Bn and en`1, and further to Bn`1
By adding a node to the Dynkin diagram, en can be extended to either en`1 or to the
Borcherds superalgebra Bn, depending on whether the node is white (like the orginal
nodes in the en diagram) or gray (b) as illustrated below, and as we will now explain.
The additional node represents an additional simple root which we denote by α0 in the
en`1 case, and by β0 in the Bn case. They have the same inner product with the simple
root α1 of the en subalgebra,
pα0, α1q “ pβ0, α1q “ ´1 (2.4)
and are orthogonal to all other simple roots of en. However, like the original simple roots
of the en subalgebra, α0 has norm squared equal to two, pα0, α0q “ 2, whereas β0 is a
null root, pβ0, β0q “ 0. Furthermore, α0 is even whereas β0 is odd, which means that the
Chevalley generators e0 and f0 associated to β0 are odd elements in the Lie superalgebra
Bn (so that, for example, re0, f0s “ rf0, e0s instead of re0, f0s “ ´rf0, e0s). Both en`1
and Bn are then defined by the same Chevalley-Serre relations as before, (2.1)–(2.2),
with the Cartan matrix still given by (2.3), but now including also the additional simple
root α0 or β0.
β
´1 β0 α1 γ´1 α0 α1
Bn`1 Bn`1
Bn
β0 α1 α0 α1
en`1
α1
en
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Both en`1 and Bn can in turn be extended to the Borcherds superalgebra Bn`1,
as illustrated above. When we extend Bn to Bn`1 (left vertical arrow) we add another
odd null root β´1 to the set of simple roots, such that pβ´1, β0q “ 1 (note the sign!)
and β´1 is orthogonal to all the simple roots of en. The embedding of en`1 in Bn`1
is then given by identifying α0 in en`1 with pβ´1 ` β0q in Bn`1 (diagonal arrow going
to the left). Alternatively, we could extend en`1 to Bn`1 by adding an odd null root
γ´1 such that pγ´1, α0q “ ´1 and γ´1 is orthogonal to the simple roots of en. The
embedding of Bn in Bn`1 would then be given by identifying β0 in Bn with pγ´1`α0q
in Bn`1, as described in [46]. The two different Dynkin diagrams of Bn`1 are related
by a so-called odd reflection mapping γ´1 and ´β´1 to each other [29, 46]. We choose
the former approach here, corresponding to the left Dynkin diagram of Bn`1, so that
the subscripts 0 and ´1 of any Chevalley generators always refer to β0 and β´1.
The Killing form on en can be extended to a supersymmetric invariant bilinear
form on the whole of Bn`1, which we denote by xx|yy for any two elements x and y.
Supersymmetry here means xx|yy “ ´xy|xy if both elements are odd, and xx|yy “ xy|xy
if at least one of them is even. Invariance always means xrx, ys|zy “ xx|ry, zsy.
2.2 Level decompositions
The extension of en by the additional simple root β0 gives rise to a Z-grading, or level
decomposition, of Bn with e0 and f0 at level `1 and ´1, respectively, and the en sub-
algebra at level zero (together with the Cartan element h0 “ re0, f0s). For any integer
p we denote the subspace of Bn at level p by Up, so that rUp,Uqs “ Up`q, and Bn
is the direct sum of all these subspaces. In the same way, the extension of en by the
additional simple root α0 gives rise to a level decomposition of en`1 for which we denote
the subspace at level p by U˜p.
The vector spaces Up and U˜p are also modules for en-representations Rp and R˜p, re-
spectively, given by the adjoint action of the en subalgebra at level zero. While R1 “ R˜1,
the representations R2 and R˜2 are different, contained in the symmetric and antisym-
metric parts, respectively, of the tensor product R1ˆR1 (since U1 is an odd subspace of
the Lie superalgebra Bn, and en`1 is an ordinary Lie algebra). For n ď 6 the Lie algebra
en`1 is 3-graded with respect to en, which means that U˜p “ 0 for |p| ě 2, and thus R˜2
vanishes. In the case n “ 7 we instead have a 5-grading, U˜p “ 0 for |p| ě 3, where the
subspaces U˜˘2 are one-dimensional, so that R˜2 “ 1. For n “ 8, the extended Lie algebra
en`1 “ e9 is the affine extension of e8 with infinitely many subspaces U˜p, and R˜p is equal
to the adjoint representation 248 of e8 for any p ‰ 0. (Usually in the definition of e9, or
any other affine Kac-Moody algebra, a basis element called derivation is included at level
zero, in addition to those in the definition of en`1 above. It can be identified with h´1
in the further extension to Bn`1 “ B9.) On the other hand, Bn is infinite-dimensional
for all n, and the dimensions of the infinitely many (possibly reducible) representations
Rp grow with the level p ě 1. For any p, the representations Rp and R´p (or R˜p and
R˜´p) are conjugate to each other.
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Clearly R1 is an irreducible representation with a lowest weight vector e0 and lowest
weight ´Λ1, where the fundamental weights Λi are defined by pαi,Λ
jq “ δi
j . The dimen-
sion of R1 is 6, 10, 16, 27, 56, 248 for n “ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, respectively. The representation
R2 is irreducible for n ď 7 with lowest weight ´Λ
n´1. For n “ 8, it decomposes into a
direct sum of a representation with lowest weight ´Λn´1 and an additional singlet. Ta-
bles with the representations Rp for all n and the first few positive levels p can be found
in for example [29], and an efficient recursive method to compute them for all positive
levels was given in [39]. In section 3.4 we will see that the sequence of representations
Rp for p ě 1 is related to the infinite reducibility of the generalized diffeomorphisms in
exceptional geometry, as was observed in [38].
Each subspace Up in the level decomposition of Bn with respect to the gray node
can in turn be further decomposed with respect to any of the other nodes. Choosing
node n (referring to the Dynkin diagram in the beginning of this section), we then write
U˘1 “ U˘1
0‘U˘1
˘ where U˘1
0 is an n-dimensional subspace spanned by root vectors
for which the roots have zero coefficients corresponding to αn in the basis of simple
roots, and U˘1
˘ is spanned by root vectors for which the sign of this coefficient is ˘1.
The subalgebra of Bn generated by U˘1
0 is the 3-graded Lie superalgebra
Apn´ 1, 0q “ slpn|1q “ U´1
0 ‘ glpnq ‘ U1
0, (2.5)
obtained by removing node n from the Dynkin diagram of Bn. In the same way we write
U˜˘1 “ U˜˘1
0 ‘ U˜˘1
˘, where the subalgebra of en`1 generated by U˜˘1
0 is the 3-graded
Lie algebra
an “ slpn` 1q “ U˜´1
0 ‘ glpnq ‘ U˜1
0. (2.6)
The adjoint action of the subalgebra glpnq at level zero on U1
0 and U˜1
0 is given by the
n-dimensional vector (or fundamental) representation.
Thus the restriction of U1 to U1
0 at level one in Bn leads to the restriction of en‘R
to glpnq at level zero, which means reducing exceptional geometry to ordinary geometry
(as will be more clear in the next section). For this reason, we use indices
m , n , . . . “ 1, 2, . . . , n, M ,N , . . . “ 1, 2, . . . ,dimR1, (2.7)
and let EM be a basis of U1 such that Em is a basis of U1
0. We then let FM be a basis
of U´1 such that
xEM |F
N y “ ´xFN |EM y “ δM
N , (2.8)
which implies that F m is a basis of U´1
0. Considering en`1 as a subalgebra of Bn`1 these
bases of U˘1 give rise to corresponding bases E˜M “ re´1, EM s and F˜
M “ ´rf´1, F
M s
of U˜˘1 such that
xE˜M |F˜
N y “ xF˜N |E˜M y “ δM
N . (2.9)
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2.3 Commutation relations
The commutation relations in Bn and en`1 of the elements at level ˘1 with each other
and with those at level zero were given in [36]. We let tα be a basis of en, raise the adjoint
en index α with the inverse of the Killing form, (so that xtα|t
βy “ δα
β), and introduce
the Cartan elements
h “ p9´ nqh0 ` p10´ nqh1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 6hn´3 ` 4hn´2 ` 2hn´1 ` 3hn (2.10)
and h˜ “ h ` p9 ´ nqh´1, which span the orthogonal complements to en at level zero in
Bn and en`1, respectively (so that rtα, hs “ rtα, h˜s “ 0). Then the relations are
rEM , F
N s “ ptαqM
N tα `
1
9´ n
δM
N h, rE˜M , F˜
N s “ ptαqM
N tα `
1
9´ n
δM
N h˜,
rtα, EM s “ ptαqM
N EN , rtα, E˜M s “ ptαqM
N E˜N ,
rtα, F
N s “ ´ptαqM
N FM , rtα, F˜
N s “ ´ptαqM
N F˜M ,
rh,EM s “ ´p10´ nqEM , rh˜, E˜M s “ p8´ nqE˜M ,
rh, FN s “ p10 ´ nqFN , rh˜, F˜N s “ ´p8´ nqF˜N . (2.11)
Following [36] (but replacing g there with f˜) we introduce the en invariant tensors
fM
N
P
Q “ xrrEM , F
N s, EP s|F
Q y, f˜M
N
P
Q “ xrrE˜M , F˜
N s, E˜P s|F˜
Q y (2.12)
(which are in fact structure constants of generalized Jordan triple products, as we will
see in section 3.3) and their (anti-)symmetrized versions
fM N
P Q “ xrEM , EN s|rF
P , F Q sy “ ´2fpN
P
M q
Q ,
f˜M N
P Q “ xrE˜M , E˜N s|rF˜
P , F˜Qsy “ ´2f˜rN
P
M s
Q . (2.13)
We thus have
rrEM , F
N s, EP s “ fM
N
P
QEQ , rrE˜M , F˜
N s, E˜P s “ f˜M
N
P
Q E˜Q , (2.14)
rrEM , EN s, F
P s “ fM N
P QEQ , rrE˜M , E˜N s, F˜
P s “ f˜M N
P Q E˜Q , (2.15)
and from (2.11) we get explicitly
fM
N
P
Q “ ptαqM
N ptαqP
Q ´
10´ n
9´ n
δM
N δP
Q ,
f˜M
N
P
Q “ ptαqM
N ptαqP
Q `
8´ n
9´ n
δM
N δP
Q . (2.16)
Restricting the basis elements to U˘1
0 and U˜˘1
0 we get
fm
n
p
q “ ´δm
nδp
q ` δp
nδm
q f˜m
n
p
q “ δm
nδp
q ` δp
nδm
q . (2.17)
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In accordance with the 3-gradings (2.5) and (2.6) we have
rEm , En s “ rE˜m , E˜n s “ rF
m , F n s “ rF˜ m , F˜ n s “ 0 (2.18)
and thus
fmn
M N “ f˜mn
M N “ fM N
mn “ f˜M N
mn “ 0. (2.19)
Considering Bn and en`1 as subalgebras of Bn`1 we can generalize (2.14) to the set of
relations
rrEM , F
N s, EP s “ fM
N
P
QEQ , rrE˜M , F˜
N s, E˜P s “ f˜M
N
P
Q E˜Q ,
rrEM , F
N s, E˜P s “ δM
N E˜P ` fM
N
P
Q E˜Q , rrE˜M , F˜
N s, EP s “ δM
N EP ` fM
N
P
QEQ ,
rrEM , F˜
N s, EP s “ 0, rrE˜M , F
N s, E˜P s “ 0,
rrEM , F˜
N s, E˜P s “ δM
N EP , rrE˜M , F
N s, EP s “ ´δM
N E˜P , (2.20)
which will be useful in the next section.
3 The generalized diffeomorphisms
We will now relate the algebraic concepts introduced in the preceding section to the con-
text of eleven-dimensional supergravity (or M-theory) compactified to D “ p11´ nq di-
mensions. At each point in the eleven-dimensional spacetime manifold, the n-dimensional
subspace of the tangent space corresponding to the n compactified dimensions can be
considered as a vector module of glpnq, which in turn can be extended to a module for
the representation R1 of en. The idea is to identify this en-module with the subspace U1,
the n-dimensional subspace of U1 corresponding to the n compactified dimensions with
U1
0, and their coordinate bases with EM and Em , respectively. We furthermore ignore
the remaining D dimensions, and thus consider any vector field V as an element in U1,
expanded in the coordinate basis as V “ V MEM .
3.1 The section condition
We are interested in fields that only depend on the n physical coordinates corresponding
to the U1
0 subspace of U1. Any such field A thus satisfies
EM P U1
` ñ BM A “ 0. (3.1)
Because of (2.19) this implies the section condition
fM N
P Q BPBQA “ fM N
P Q BPA BQB “ f˜M N
P Q BPA BQB “ 0 (3.2)
for any field A, or any pair of fields A and B. Following [38] we write this as
fM N
P Q pBP b BQ q “ f˜M N
P Q pBP b BQ q “ 0, (3.3)
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where pBP b BQ q denotes either BPBQA or BPA BQB. We can also equivalently replace
fM N
P Q and f˜M N
P Q with the projectors pP2qM N
P Q and pP˜2qM N
P Q of R2 and R˜2, respec-
tively, since this only amounts to a rescaling of each irreducible part of these represen-
tations. The section condition then becomes
pP2qM N
P Q pBP b BQ q “ pP˜2qM N
P Q pBP b BQ q “ 0. (3.4)
Unlike the original constraint (3.1) the section condition (3.2) is en-covariant, and is
implied not only by (3.1) but also by solutions equivalent to (3.1), where U1
` is replaced
with different subspaces of U1 that can be mapped to U1
` by en-transformations.
In addition there are solutions where the fields only depend on pn´ 1q coordinates,
corresponding to the subspace of U1 at level zero in a further decomposition with re-
spect to node pn´ 2q, spanned by root vectors for which the roots have zero coefficients
corresponding to αn´2 in the basis of simple roots (or equivalent solutions obtained by
en-transformations). These solutions correspond to compactification of type IIB super-
gravity from ten to p11´ nq dimensions [16–18].
3.2 Expressions for the generalized Lie derivative
Under a generalized diffeomorphism generated by a vector field U , the transformation
of another vector field V is given by the generalized Lie derivative
LUV
M “ UN BN V
M ´ V N BN U
M ` Y M N P Q BN U
PV Q
“ UN BN V
M ` ZM N P Q BN U
PV Q , (3.5)
where Y M N P Q and Z
M N
P Q “ Y
M N
P Q ´ δP
M δQ
N are en-invariant tensors. These trans-
formations were defined in [8] and explicitly reconstructed from the en-covariant ansatz
above in [38]. It was found in [38] that they close into an algebra according to
rLU ,LV s “ LrrU,V ss, (3.6)
where rrU, V ss denotes the antisymmetrized generalized Lie derivative,
LrrU,V ss “
1
2
pLUV ´LV Uq, (3.7)
if the tensor Y satisfies the identities
Y M N P Q BM b BN “ 0, (3.8)
pY M N T QY
T P
R S ´ Y
M N
R Sδ
P
Q qBpN b BPq “ 0, (3.9)
pY M N T Q Y
T P
rS R s ` 2Y
M N
rR |T |Y
T P
S sQ
´Y M N rR S sδ
P
Q ´ 2Y
M N
rS |Q |δ
P
R sqBpN b BPq “ 0, (3.10)
pY M N T QY
T P
pS R q ` 2Y
M N
pR |T |Y
T P
SqQ
´Y M N pR Sqδ
P
Q ´ 2Y
M N
pS |Q |δ
P
R qqBrN b BP s “ 0. (3.11)
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Up to the section condition (3.4), these identities uniquely determine the tensor Y , which
in [38] was found to be
Y M N P Q “ ´ptαqQ
M ptαqP
N `
1
9´ n
δQ
M δP
N ` δP
M δQ
N , (3.12)
and thus the tensor Z is
ZM N P Q “ Y
M N
P Q ´ δP
M δQ
N “ ´ptαqQ
M ptαqP
N `
1
9´ n
δQ
M δP
N . (3.13)
Comparing (3.13) with (2.16) we now find that
fM
N
P
Q ` f˜M
N
P
Q “ ´2ZN Q P M , (3.14)
which can be inserted in the second term in the second line of (3.5), in order to express
the generalized Lie derivative in terms of Bn and en`1. Although there is no need to
simplify the first term on the right hand side of (3.5), it is interesting to note that it
can be rewritten in a similar way, using
fM
N
P
Q ´ f˜M
N
P
Q “ ´2δM
N δP
Q . (3.15)
The full expression for the generalized Lie derivative then becomes
LUV
Q “ ´1
2
pfM
N
P
Q ´ f˜M
N
P
Q qUM BN V
P
´ 1
2
pfM
N
P
Q ` f˜M
N
P
Q qBN U
M V P . (3.16)
Note that we get back the ordinary Lie derivative,
LUV
m “ U nBnV
m ´ BnU
mV n , (3.17)
from (3.16) by restricting U1 and U˜1 to U1
` and U˜1
`, respectively, and using (2.17).
By considering Bn and en`1 as subalgebras of Bn`1 it is possible to obtain an
expression where the components of the vector fields do not appear explicitly. If we set
V˜ “ re´1, V s “ V
M E˜M for any vector field V , then it follows from (2.20) that
LUV “ rrU, F˜
N s, BN V˜ s ´ rrBN U˜ , F˜
N s, V s. (3.18)
Applying the adjoint action of e´1 to both sides of (3.18), and rewriting the right hand
side using (2.20), we get the equivalent expression
LU V˜ “ ´rrU˜ , F
N s, BN V s ´ rrBN U,F
N s, V˜ s, (3.19)
which turns out to be more useful in analyzing the reducibility of the generalized diffeo-
morphisms, as we will see in section 3.4.
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The component-free expressions (3.18) and (3.19) make the reduction of exceptional
geometry to ordinary geometry described above more clear. It simply amounts to re-
stricting the vector fields U and V , considered as elements in (the subspace U1 of) the
Borcherds superalgebra Bn, to the subalgebra Apn ´ 1, 0q “ slpn|1q, obtained by re-
moving node n from the Dynkin diagram of Bn. Similarly, we obtain the generalized
Lie derivative in doubled geometry with T-duality group Opd, dq, where d “ n´ 1, from
(3.18) by restricting the vector fields to the subalgebra Dpd, 1q “ ospp2d|2q correspond-
ing to removing node pn´ 1q from the Dynkin diagram of Bn.
Another advantage of the expressions (3.18)–(3.19) is that the commutator of two
generalized Lie derivatives can be computed using the Jacobi identity in Bn`1. In prac-
tice it seems however easier to keep the expression (3.5) and use the identities (3.8)–
(3.11), but as we will see in the next section, these identities can be derived from the
Jacobi identity in Bn`1, except for half of the identity (3.9), for which some additional
information is needed.
3.3 Closure
The closure of the generalized diffeomorphisms into a Lie algebra relies on the identities
(3.8)–(3.11) for the tensor Y , which we will now derive by expressing Y in terms of f
and f˜ . This can be done in various ways,
Y N Q P M “ ´fM
N
P
Q ` 2δrP
N δM s
Q “ ´f˜M
N
P
Q ` 2δpP
N δM q
Q
“ ´fpM
N
Pq
Q ´ f˜rM
N
P s
Q “ 1
2
fP M
N Q ` 1
2
f˜P M
N Q . (3.20)
From the last expression it follows that (3.8) is equivalent to the section condition (3.3).
We will show that this condition, together with the Jacobi identity in Bn`1, implies
(3.10), (3.11) and the part of (3.9) symmetric in the indices R and S . To derive the
part of (3.9) antisymmetric in R and S we also need the fact that U˜˘2 is at most one-
dimensional for n ď 7.
Let Uˆ1 “ U1‘ U˜1 be the level-one subspace of Bn`1 in the level decomposition with
respect to node 0 (the innermost of the two gray nodes) in the Dynkin diagram. Let τ
be a vector space automorphism of Bn`1 such that τprx, ysq “ rτpyq, τpxqs, preserving
the Z2-degree but reversing the Z-degree, so that τpU˘1q “ U¯1 and τpU˜˘1q “ U˜¯1.
As a consequence of the Jacobi identity in Bn`1, the triple product
Uˆ1 ˆ Uˆ1 ˆ Uˆ1 Ñ Uˆ1, px, y, zq ÞÑ pxyzq ” rrx, τpyqs, zs, (3.21)
then satisfies the identity
puvpxyzqq ´ p´1qσpxypuvzqq “ ppuvxqyzq ´ p´1qσpxpvuyqzq, (3.22)
where σ “ p|u| ` |v|qp|x| ` |y|q, denoting the Z2-degree of any element z by |z|. Indeed,
the Jacobi identity turns the left hand side of (3.22) into”“
ru, τpvqs, rx, τpyqs
‰
, z
ı
, (3.23)
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which after using the Jacobi identity once again becomes„”“
ru, τpvqs, x
‰
, τpyq
ı
, z

´ p´1q|x||y|
„”“
ru, τpvqs, τpyq
‰
, x
ı
, z

, (3.24)
where the last term is equal to
´p´1qσ
„”
x, τ
´“
rv, τpuqs, y
‰¯ı
, z

. (3.25)
We choose the linear map τ to be given by τpEM q “ F
M and τpE˜M q “ F˜
M . According
to (2.14) we then have
pEMEN EP q “ fM
N
P
QEQ , pE˜M E˜N E˜P q “ f˜M
N
P
Q E˜Q , (3.26)
for the basis elements EM and E˜M of U1 and U˜1, respectively, and thus these subspaces
of Uˆ1 close under the triple product (3.21). Since they are homogeneous with respect to
the Z2-grading, the identity (3.22) on these subspaces becomes
pxypuvzqq ´ puvpxyzqq “ ppxyuqvzq ´ pxpvuyqzq, (3.27)
which means that they satisfy the definition of a generalized Jordan triple system [47].
For EM the identity (3.27) can be written in component form as
fM
N
S
T fP
Q
R
S ´ fP
Q
S
T fM
N
R
S “ fM
N
P
SfS
Q
R
T ´ fP
S
R
T fM
N
S
Q , (3.28)
and for E˜M the same identity holds with f replaced with f˜ .
It follows from (2.20) that also the subspace of Uˆ1 spanned by all linear combinations
EˆM “ EM ` E˜M closes under the triple product (3.21), which for these basis elements is
pEˆM EˆN EˆP q “ pfM
N
P
Q ` f˜M
N
P
Q qEˆQ “ ´2Z
N Q
P M EˆQ (3.29)
and the component form of the identity (3.22) for this subspace is again given by (3.28),
but now with fM
N
P
Q replaced with ZN Q P M , that is
ZN T S MZ
Q S
R P ´ Z
Q T
S PZ
N S
R M “ Z
N S
P MZ
Q T
R S ´ Z
S T
R PZ
N Q
S M . (3.30)
After symmetrizing (3.30) in the indices N and Q the left hand side is antisymmetric
in the indices M and P , so the right hand side must be antisymmetric in M and P as
well. Likewise, after antisymmetrizing (3.30) in N and Q the right hand side must be
symmetric in M and P . Thus (3.30) is equivalent to the set of identities
2ZpN |T S rM |Z
|Q qS
R |P s ´ Z
pN |S
rP M sZ
|Q qT
R S ` Z
S T
R rP |Z
pN Q q
S |M s “ 0,
2ZrN |T SpM |Z
|Q sS
R |Pq ´ Z
rN |S
pP M qZ
|Q sT
R S ` Z
S T
R pP |Z
rN Q s
S |M q “ 0,
ZpN |S pP M qZ
|Q qT
R S ´ Z
S T
R pP |Z
pN Q q
S |M q “ 0,
ZrN |S rP M sZ
|Q sT
R S ´ Z
S T
R rP |Z
rN Q s
S |M s “ 0, (3.31)
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which, using ZM N P Q “ Y
M N
P Q ´ δP
M δQ
N , can be written
Y S T R rM Y
pN Q q
P sS ` δ
T
rM Y
pN Q q
P sR “ Y
T pN
S R Y
|S |Q q
rP M s ` 2Y
T pN
rM |S |Y
|S |Q q
P sR
´ Y T pN rM P sδ
Q q
R ´ 2Y
T pN
rP |R |δ
Q q
M s, (3.32)
Y S T R pM Y
rN Q s
PqS ` δ
T
pM Y
rN Q s
PqR “ Y
T rN
S R Y
|S |Q s
pP M q ` 2Y
T rN
pM |S |Y
|S |Q s
PqR
´ Y T rN pM Pqδ
Q s
R ´ 2Y
T rN
pP |R |δ
Q s
M q, (3.33)
Y S T R pM Y
pN Q q
PqS ´ δ
T
pM Y
pN Q q
PqR “ Y
T pN
S R Y
|S |Q q
pP M q ´ Y
T pN
pM Pqδ
Q q
R , (3.34)
Y S T R rM Y
rN Q s
P sS ´ δ
T
rM Y
rN Q s
P sR “ Y
T rN
S R Y
|S |Q s
rP M s ´ Y
T rN
rM P sδ
Q s
R . (3.35)
Contracting (3.32)–(3.34) with BN bBQ and using (3.8) the left hand sides vanishes and
we get, respectively, (3.10), (3.11) and half of (3.9), namely the part symmetric in the
indices R and S (here P and M ). Doing the same with (3.35) gives the additional identity
pY M N T Q Y
T P
rR S s ´ Y
M N
rS R sδ
P
Q qBrN b BP s “ 0, (3.36)
which is not needed for the closure of the generalized diffeomorphisms. (However, it is
in fact needed for their covariance, LULV “ LLUV `LV LU .) The remaining antisym-
metric part of (3.9) reads
pY M N T QY
T P
rR S s ´ Y
M N
rR S sδ
P
Q qBpN b BPq “ 0 (3.37)
and is trivially satisfied for n ď 6 since Y then is symmetric in the lower (and upper)
indices. It still holds for n “ 7 but fails for n “ 8. This can be understood from the
Z-grading of en`1 with respect to en. For n ď 6 this is a 3-grading,
rE˜M , E˜N s “ rF˜
M , F˜N s “ 0, (3.38)
which is equivalent to the symmetry of Y in its lower (and upper) indices, since
Y M N rP Q s “
1
2
f˜PQ
MN “ 1
2
xrE˜P , E˜Q s|rF˜
M , F˜N sy, (3.39)
while for n “ 7 we have a 5-grading of e8 with respect to e7, where the subspaces
U˜˘2 are one-dimensional. This means that rE˜M , rF˜
N , rE˜P , E˜Q sss must be proportional
to δM
N rE˜P , E˜Q s, and it is easy to check that this proportionality in fact is an equality.
From this equality, and the 5-grading,
rE˜M , rE˜N , E˜P ss “ rF˜
M , rF˜N , F˜ P ss “ 0, (3.40)
we get the identities
2f˜N
M
rS
R f˜T sR
P Q “ 2f˜N
M
R
rP f˜S T
Q sR “ f˜N R
P Q f˜S T
M R “ ´δN
M f˜S T
P Q . (3.41)
Expressed in Y the last two equations become
2δrP N Y
Q sM
rT S s ´ 2Y
M rP
R N Y
Q sR
rT S s “ 2Y
rP Q s
R N Y
M R
rT S s “ δ
M
N Y
P Q
rT S s. (3.42)
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For the antisymmetric part of (3.9) we now get
Y M N T Q Y
T P
rR S s ´ Y
M N
rR S sδ
P
Q “ ´δ
P
Q Y
M N
rR S s ´ Y
N M
T QY
P T
rR S s
´ 2Y rM N sT QY
P T
rR S s
“ 2pδrM Q Y
P sN
rR S s ´ Y
N rM
T QY
P sT
rR S sq
´ δM Q Y
P N
rR S s ´ Y
N P
T Q Y
M T
rR S s
´ δP Q Y
M N
rR S s
“ ´δM Q Y
P N
rR S s ´ Y
N P
T QY
M T
rR S s
´ δP Q Y
M N
rR S s ` δ
N
QY
M P
rR S s, (3.43)
which after contraction with BpN b BPq and using (3.8) gives (3.37).
3.4 Reducibility
We have seen that the possible transformations of a vector field V under generalized
diffeomorphisms are parametrized by vector fields U , which, as well as V , can be con-
sidered as elements in the subspace U1 of Bn. However, the correspondence between all
possible transformations of V and all elements U in U1 is not one-to-one. If U is given
by U “ BM rU
1, FM s for some U 1 in U2, then the Jacobi identity gives
rBM rU,F
M s, V˜ s “ rBM BN rrU
1, FN s, FM s, V˜ s “ 1
2
rBM BN rU
1, rFN , FM ss, V˜ s (3.44)
for the second term in (3.19), or (4.2) below. This vanishes by the section condition since
rFN , FM s belongs to U´2, and thus project BM BN on R2. Similarly we get
rrU˜ , FM s, BM V s “ rBN rrU˜
1, FN s, FM s, BM V s “
1
2
rBN rU˜
1, rFN , FM ss, BM V s (3.45)
for the first term (the transport term), which also vanishes. Thus any element U in U1
given by U “ BM rU
1, FM s for some U 1 in U2 generates a zero transformation. However,
the correspondence between elements in U1 that generate zero transformations and
general elements in U2 is not one-to-one either, since BM rU
1, FM s “ 0 if U 1 is given by
U 1 “ BM rU
2, FM s for some U2 in U3. Continuing in this way the naive counting for the
effective number of parameters is given by the alternating sum
dimU1 ´ dimU2 ` dimU3 ´ dimU4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (3.46)
which is highly divergent since the dimensions of Up increase with the level p. In [38] it
was shown, using a corresponding partition function, that the alternating sum (3.46) can
be regularized to give the correct number coming from the decomposition of generalized
diffeomorphisms into ordinary diffeomorphisms, 2- and 5-form gauge transformations,
and dual diffeomorphisms. The corresponding partition function is related to the de-
nominator formula for Bn, as shown in [39].
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Introducing an operator B “ padFM qBM the alternating sum (3.46) can be viewed
as expressing the homology of the chain complex
U1
B
ÐÝ U2
B
ÐÝ U3
B
ÐÝ U4
B
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ (3.47)
where the nilpotency B2 “ 0 follows from the section condition, again by the Jacobi
identity. In [12] it was shown that the derivative in the operator B from Up`1 to Up is
covariant only for 1 ď p ď 7´ n.
The infinite reducibility of the generalized diffeomorphisms in exceptional geometry
is a qualitative difference compared to ordinary and doubled geometry. As explained in
section 3.2, these cases can be obtained from the exceptional one by restricting Bn to the
subalgebras Apn´1, 0q “ slpn|1q and Dpn´1, 1q “ ospp2n´2|2q, obtained by removing
node n and node pn ´ 1q from the Dynkin diagram of Bn, respectively. With respect
to the gray node, Apn´ 1, 0q is 3-graded and Dpn ´ 1, 1q is 5-graded, which implies no
reducibility in ordinary geometry and a first-order finite reducibility in double geometry.
4 Discussion
In this paper we have studied generalized diffeomorphisms in exceptional geometry with
U-duality group Enpnq for n ď 7. By considering any vector field V as an element in the
level-one subspace U1 of the Borcherds superalgebra Bn, which in turn is considered as a
subalgebra of Bn`1, we have found that the generalized Lie derivative of V parametrized
by another vector field U can be written
LUV “ rrU, F˜
N s, BN V˜ s ´ rrBN U˜ , F˜
N s, V s, (4.1)
or equivalently
LU V˜ “ ´rrU˜ , F
N s, BN V s ´ rrBN U,F
N s, V˜ s, (4.2)
where the tilde on U and V denotes the adjoint action of e´1, and F˜
M “ ´rf´1, F
M s.
It would of course be interesting to include also other aspects of exceptional geometry
in this framework, for example concepts of connection, torsion of curvature which could
be needed for an extension to the case n “ 8 (and beyond). The transformations (4.1)
and (4.2) can be defined in precisely the same way for n “ 8 as for n ď 7, but then they
fail to close, as was noted in [38]. We have shown in this paper that the failure can be
understood from the Z-grading of e9 which respect to e8. With the notation in [21] we
only get 8LUV from the right hand side of (4.1) and we have to supplement this expression
with an additional term, involving an additional ‘section-projected’ parameter field, in
order to obtain closed and covariant transformations [18,20,21].
An advantage of the expressions (4.1) and (4.2) is their universality. They are at the
same time valid not only for any D ě 4, but also for ordinary geometry and doubled ge-
ometry as well as for exceptional geometry. The cases of ordinary and doubled geometry
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can be obtained from the exceptional case by simply restricting Bn`1 to subalgebras,
corresponding to removing nodes from the Dynkin diagram, without changing the ex-
pression for the generalized Lie derivative. However, it seems unsatisfactory from the
universality point of view that different algebras Bn`1 are needed for different n. This
problem can probably be solved by taking into account also the D external dimensions
and adding D´ 1 white nodes to the Bn`1 diagram so that the additional white nodes
form a Dynkin diagram of aD´1 “ slpDq, connected with a line from one of its end nodes
to the outermost gray node in the Bn`1 diagram. The different Dynkin diagrams
obtained in this way for different D are in fact equivalent in the sense that they describe
the same Borcherds superalgebra B11. By a series of odd reflections a ‘distinguished’
Dynkin diagram can be reached, with only one gray node connected to the Dynkin
diagram of e11. If our results can be extended accordingly they could be related to the
e11 approach in [7, 48–50].
The partial derivatives in (4.2) appear contracted with the basis elements FM of U´1,
and as a consequence, the section condition can be relaxed if the general basis elements
FM are replaced by elements ΦM that are not linearly independent, but span a subspace
of U´1 (equivalent to U´1
0 for the solutions corresponding to eleven-dimensional super-
gravity) which is ‘isotropic’ in the sense that rΦM ,ΦN s “ 0 for any pair of elements ΦM
and ΦN . This alternative version of the section condition might be easier to handle than
the original one, and might be especially useful in further work connecting exceptional
geometry to gauged supergravity (possibly related to the previous work [14,15,19]), since
the truncation of Bn`1 given by the projection of F
M on the elements ΦM satisfying
rΦM ,ΦN s “ 0 is similar to the truncation of the tensor hierarchy algebra [30], where the
subspace at level ´1 is spanned by the embedding tensor Θ, satisfying the quadratic
constraint rΘ,Θs “ 0.
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